comprehensive vegetation
management services

IF YOU MANAGE RIGHTS-OF-WAY, UTILITY
RELIABILITY OR COMMUNITY TREES, YOU HAVE
TO BE PREPARED TO MANAGE VEGETATION.
And chances are, Asplundh can do it more safely, efficiently and effectively
at a lower cost. Our unique combination of experience, training, equipment
and technology allows us to manage the vegetation — while you manage
your business!

Aerial Lift Operations
Since Asplundh developed the first fiberglass, non-conductive boom in 1958,
we have led the way in safe, efficient aerial lift operations. Today, crews can
be configured to suit any environment, from dense urban areas to remote,
rugged terrain.
•
•
•
•
Aerial Lift Operations
Wood Debris Management
Specialized Equipment
Storm Emergency Response
Herbicide Application
Manual Operations

Double-elevator lifts (up to 100-ft.) for greater working height and reach
Smaller, self-propelled aerial lifts for backyard work
Four-wheel-drive and tracked lifts for off-road applications
Urban lifts — small enough that no outriggers are required — for increased
productivity where space is restricted
It’s how our crews operate — day in and day out
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Wood Debris Management
Asplundh has been leading the way in the reduction of
wood waste since we prototyped our own chipper in 1949.
Chippers have come a long way since. With many options
in horsepower, fuel efficiency and lower emissions available,
Asplundh offers a broad range of chippers to handle any
type of wood debris management task.
• Standard drum and disc chippers
• Self-propelled backyard chippers
• Tracked whole tree chippers
• Tub grinders
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Specialized Equipment
We feature highly-productive units ready to
take on any terrain. Our fleet includes almost
every vegetation management tool imaginable —
rubber tired, tracked, hi-rail equipped for railroad
use and aerial side-trimming via helicopter. We
even have amphibious vehicles! Our on- and
off-road vehicles put our skilled operators
where you need them, when you need them.
• Aerial lift equipment big enough to side
trim rights-of-way or small enough to get
through a backyard gate
• Wide array of specialized mowing and
cutting machines for major rights-of-way
clearing and maintenance
• Chippers sized from smaller self-propelled
units to high volume tub grinders
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Storm Emergency Response
When Nature is at its worst, Asplundh is at its best. We
have proven time and time again, from coast to coast,
that our emergency resources are unmatched when it
comes to storm cleanup and restoration of service.
• An experienced team ready to respond before
the storm even strikes
• Skilled crews who are prepared to do the job in a
safe, efficient manner
• A vast array of standard and specialized equipment
ready for deployment anywhere on the continent
• Safety supervision before, during and after the
cleanup or restoration
• A fleet equipped with vehicle location systems
(AVMS) to help track and dispatch crews to the
highest priority work sites
• Logistical support for widespread or long
restoration situations
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Herbicide Application

Manual Operations

In the late 1940s, Asplundh was a pioneer in herbicide applications for right-of-way
vegetation management and remains a leader in integrated vegetation management
today. Whether it’s high volume foliar or an ultra low volume backpack application,
Asplundh offers:

Sometimes, there’s nothing quite like good,
old-fashioned manpower — especially when it’s
highly-trained, well-equipped and driven by a
“Safety First” attitude.

• Advanced techniques to ensure the highest effectiveness at the lowest cost
with respect to the environment

Asplundh employees are specialists at getting
tough jobs done quickly and safely. They’re ready
to climb and rig any trees that the big equipment
can’t access.

• Programs tailored to meet your exact requirements
• Trained crews and licensed applicators to ensure safety, efficiency and
environmental stewardship
• Ongoing research programs to demonstrate the latest developments in
vegetation control
• State-of-the-art equipment and herbicide products

It All Adds Up To… A company that has what it takes: talent, experience, equipment
and the drive to be the best. Along rights-of-way, city streets, rail lines and pipelines,
Asplundh’s vegetation management programs will help you deliver safer, more reliable
service to your customers.
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International Headquarters
708 Blair Mill Road • Willow Grove, PA 19090 • USA
1.800.248.TREE • asplundh.com • info@asplundh.com

